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Subject: English
NO. OF
PERIOD
APRIL &
MAY
25

TOPIC
Literature Reader:1.Sailor Jim’s Telescope
A Multi skill Course book &
Workbook :1.People who do good for
others

LEARNING OBJECTIVES / SKILLS
TO BE DEVELOPED
1.Test the students close reading
of the passage
2. Longer text based questions
test the student’s ability to
understand reproduce
information in a coherent way.
3. Analyse the text for deeper
meaning
4.Tests student’s understanding
of the new words and use them
contextually
5.Tests student’s on the
structural aspect of verse such as
rhyme and figure of speech

ASSESSMENT / ACTIVITIES
Comprehend story through
drilling exercises and
summary. Presentation of
characters from stories
studied 3. Fill in the gaps
4. Complete the crossword
with the words from the story

LEARNING OUTCOMES
Students will be able to

* Reproduce information after
reading a text
* They will be able to analyse the
what they have read
* Develop grammatical control of
complex sentences, manipulating
* Gathering information about them for effect
animal welfare organizations
and completing a table
* Making a poster
* Role Play

* Comprehension Ability
* Idiomatic phrases : American
English & British English
* Simple Past & Past Continuous
* Pronunciation : Syllable and
word stress
* Listening to a conversation on
making requests and choosing
the correct answer and gap
filling
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NO. OF
PERIOD
JUNE
12

TOPIC
Literature Reader:2. Indian Weavers

(Now to
begin from
June 20th)
A Multi skill Course
book & Workbook :3.Amusing Incidents

Taurian World School, Ranchi

LEARNING OBJECTIVES / SKILLS
TO BE DEVELOPED
1. Identify and discuss the main
analytical concepts used in
analysing poetry.
2. Longer text based questions
test the student’s ability to
understand reproduce
information in a coherent way.
* vocabularies: Proverbs related
to cats, antonyms, unscrambling
words
* Grammar: Phrases and Clauses
* Writing : Punctuations
(hyphens & dashes)

ASSESSMENT / ACTIVITIES
1. One minute oral
presentation of the chapter
“Indian Weavers”
2. Answer questions from the
stories
* Listening to a passage and
answering questions
* Pair Work: Enacting given
situation
* Writing about and
embarrassing incident
* Writing an acrostic poem

LEARNING OUTCOMES
* Students will punctuate
effectively to mark out the
meaning in complex sentences

* Learners will explore proverbs,
sayings and figurative expressions
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NO. OF
PERIOD
JULY
25

TOPIC
Literature Reader:3.Shipwrecked in Lilliput

Course Book & Workbook :4.The Environment

LEARNING OBJECTIVES / SKILLS
TO BE DEVELOPED
1. Test the students close
reading of the passage
2. Longer text based questions
test the student’s ability to
understand reproduce
information in a coherent way.
3. Analyse the text for deeper
meaning
4.Tests student’s understanding
of the new words and use them
contextually
5.Tests student’s on the
structural aspect of verse such as
rhyme and figure of speech

ASSESSMENT / ACTIVITIES
One minute presentation of
the story in their own words

Dictionary work: Words
related to animals
Making a presentation on the
problem of air pollution in
your city

LEARNING OUTCOMES
* Learners will reflect on
variations in speech, and
appropriate use of Standard
English
* Students will learn to prepare,
practise and improve a spoken
presentation or performance.

* Contextual Vocabularies;
Compound words; verbs related
to animal movement
* Phrasal Verbs with or without
an object
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NO. OF
PERIOD
August
23

TOPIC
Literature Reader:4.The waters of Olive Lake
8.Then Laugh
Course book & Workbook :2.Project one: Wildlife
Conservation
3.Life skills: Dealing with a
suspicious object

September
22

Taurian World School, Ranchi

LEARNING OBJECTIVES / SKILLS
TO BE DEVELOPED
1. Test the students close
reading of the passage
2. Analyse the text for deeper
meaning
3.Tests student’s understanding
of the new words and use them
contextually

ASSESSMENT / ACTIVITIES
* Writing a paragraph about
your wish and how it would
change your life and the life of
people around you.
* Writing a scary story and
share the stories to find out
who has written the scariest
story

LEARNING OUTCOMES
Learners will use spoken language
well to persuade, instruct or
make a case e.g. in a debate or
presentation

REVISION

REVISION

· A mock test to check student’s
understanding of the all the
chapters taught
REVISION
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NO. OF
PERIOD
OCTOBER
18

TOPIC
Literature Reader:5.The Electric Caterpiller
6.The Why Why girls

Course book &
Workbook :5.Food

NOVEMBER
20

Literature Reader:7.The Darkmaster’s
Challenge
Course book &
Workbook :6. Sports

LEARNING OBJECTIVES / SKILLS TO
BE DEVELOPED
1. Test the students close reading of
the passage
2. Analyse the text for deeper
meaning
3.Tests student’s understanding of
the new words and use them
contextually
* Word Definitions* Usage of ‘have to’ and ‘don’t have
to ‘must and mustn’t
* Idioms with word pronunciation,
have to and has to
1. Test the students close reading of
the passage
2. Longer text based questions test
the student’s ability to understand
reproduce information in a coherent
way.
3. Analyse the text for deeper
meaning
4.Tests student’s understanding of
the new words and use them
contextually

ASSESSMENT / ACTIVITIES
* Writing ten questions
starting with ‘why’ and
sharing it with the rest of the
class. Later on try to answer
them
* Listening to a passage and
choosing the correct answer
and gap filling
* Writing an email and sharing
a recipe
* Categorizing food items
Preparing a calorie chart

LEARNING OUTCOMES
* Students will plan plot,
characters and structure
effectively in writing an extended
story

* Pair work: Interviewing
someone using the phrases
given
* Writing a report of a
sporting event for the school
magazine
* Gathering information about
2016 Olympic Games

* Students will develop
grammatical control of complex
sentences, manipulating them for
effect
* Students will explore active and
passive verbs within sentences

* Active and passive voice articles
* Dictionary work: using play, do, go
in sports and leisure activities

Taurian World School, Ranchi
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NO. OF
PERIOD
DECEMBER
19

TOPIC
Literature Reader:10.A Tiger in the House
Course book & Workbook
7.Looking back and looking
forward
Project 2 Important even in
space history

JANUARY
28

Literature Reader:9.The Six Fools
11.The Father’s Treasure
Course book & Workbook

LEARNING OBJECTIVES / SKILLS
TO BE DEVELOPED
Test the students close reading
of the passage
2. Analyse the text for deeper
meaning
3.Tests student’s understanding
of the new words and use them
contextually
Contextual Vocabularies:
homonyms, parts of speech
The second conditional
prepositions
Prefix and suffixes
* Students will learn to read and
interpret poems in which
meanings are implied or multilayered.

ASSESSMENT / ACTIVITIES
* Working with a partner and
creating another ending of the
story giving it a twist
* Writing a diary entry after
travelling to another planet
* Writing a paragraph on a
scientific invention

LEARNING OUTCOMES
Students will understand the
conventions of Standard English
usage in different forms of
writing.
They will look for information in
non-fiction texts to build on what
is already known

* Working in groups to choose
six of the cleverest people and
then present choices to the
rest of the class. They need to
give reason for their choices

* Test the students close reading
of the passage

Project 2
Life Skills 2

* Analyse the text for deeper
meaning
* Tests student’s understanding
of the new words and use them
contextually

Taurian World School, Ranchi
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Subject: Hindi
NO.OF PERIODS

TOPICS

OBJECTIVE

ACTIVITY

LEARNING OUTCOMES

APRIL,MAY

vyaakrNa
BaaYaa¸
vaNa- ivacaar¸
ivalaaoma Sabd³1–20´
pyaa-yavaacaI³1–20´
Anaokaqa-k Sabd³1–20´
maoQaa
³paz–1´ maora p`itpla
sauMdr hao ³kivata ´

BaaYaa ka Saud\Qa $p ka &ana
BaodÊ ivaSaoYata
vaNaao-M kI jaanakarI donaa¸ ilaip
kI jaanakarI donaa¸
Aqa- samaJanaa
Baavaaqa- jaananaa
kivata smarNa krnaa
raYT/ kI Baavanaa jaagaRt krnaa
pzna paz
p`Snaao<ar

ik`yaa%mak gaitivaiQa–1

baccao BaaYaa AaOr baaolaI ko AMtr kao samaJaogaoM.BaaYaa maoM ilaip ko
mah%va kao jaanaogao.BaaYaa kao iktnao p`kar sao baaolaa jaa sakta hO
¸[sakI jaanakarI p`aPt krogaoM,

14 periods

7 periods

JUNE
7 periods
7 periods

maoQaa
³paz–2´ [-dgaah
³khanaI´
³paz–3´ fUla ka maUlya
³laGaukqaa´´
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khanaI pzna
Saud\Qa ]ccaarNa
Sabdaqakizna Sabd
SabdkaoSa ka p`yaaoga
caairi~ak ivaSaoYata
bauw ka jaIvana cair~a
td\Bava t%sama\ SabdaoM kI
jaanakarI.
Baava spYTIkrNa

r kI ivaiBanna maa~aaAaoM ka p`yaaoga
kroM.
ik`yaa%mak gaitivaiQa –maora p`itpla
sauMdr hao kivata kasaica~a vaNa-na
ek isTk fa[la maoM kroM.

baccaaoM mao ]jjvala BaivaYya hotu [-Svar vaMdnaa ka Baava jaagaRt
haogaa,. doSa p`oma evaM svaaiBamaana kI Baavanaa jaagaRt haogaI tqaa
Apnao kt-vya kao laokr baccao dRZ p`it& haoMgao.

ga`IYmaavakaSa gaRhkayaik`yaa%mak gaitivaiQa–2
ica~a ko maaQyama sao
AnaucCod laoKna

kma-SaIla bananao kI p`orNaa
isar ]zakr jaInaa.
QaIrja QaarNa krnaa .
p`oma‚%yaaga samap-Na kI Baavanaa jaagaRt haonaa‚kt-vya inaYza ko
Baavanaa ka ivakasa haonaa.
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NO.OF PERIODS

TOPICS

OBJECTIVE

JULY

maoQaa
³paz–5´fUla AaOr kaÐTa
³kivata´
³paz–6´ elabama

naaTk ivaQaa sao Avagat kranaa.
Saud\Qa ]ccaarNa
Sabdaqaik`yaa%makgaitivaiQa–3
kizna Sabd
inabaMQa–
Baava spYTIkrNa
eoithaisak GaTnaaAaoM kI
jaanakarI.
Sabdivacaar ko AMtga-t baccao Sabd
kI ]%pi<a kI jaanakarI p``aPt
krogaoM.

10 periods

15 periods

AUGUST
12 periods

vyaakrNa
Sabdivacaar
]psaga- AaOr p`%yaya

maoQaa

14 periods

³paz–8´ BaIYma
iptamah³MMkhanaI
³paz–11´Abdula
klaama³jaIvana pircaya´
vyaakrNa
saM&a ‚inabaMQa p~a

SEPTEMBER

PunaravaRit
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Saud\Qa ]ccaarNa
Sabdaqakizna Sabd
pzna pazna
AiBavyai@t kaOSala
P`aorNaa ga`hNa.
p~a¸ inabaMQa laoKna kI ivaiQa
saIK paeÐgao.
Sau$AatI jaanakarI
pta ilaKnao kI jagah
spYT laoKna
BaaYaa sarla
ivarama icah\na ka p`yaaoga
ivaYaya sao saMbaMiQat

ACTIVITY

LEARNING OUTCOMES
dyaa AaOr sahanauBaUit AaOr doSa p`oma kI Baavanaa ka ivakasa
haogaa.
AcCa[- AaOr baura[- ka inaNa-ya krnaa saIKoMgao.
$Z‚yaaOigak yaaoga $Z‚ td\Bava t%sama\ Aaid SabdaoM maoM baccao AMtr
krnaa saIKoMgao.
]psaga- AaOr p`%yaya kao jaaoD,kr baccao Sabd banaanaa saIKaoMgao.

ik`yaa%makgaitivaiQa–4

paOraiNak kqaaAaoM ko maaQyama sao jaIvana maoM dRZ inaScaya evaM k<avya inaYza ko Baava jaagaRt haonaa.

AbdUla klaama ka saica~a jaIvana
pircaya ek isTk fa[la maoM kro.
M

P`aork vyai@%va ko maaQyama sao saadgaI inaSClata evaM lagana ka
paz saIKnaa.
AaOPacaairk evaM AnaaOpcaairk p~a ilaKnaa saIKoMgao.
saBaI naamaaoM kao saM&a khto hOM [sakI jaanakarI \p`aPt kroMgaoM.
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NO.OF PERIODS

TOPICS

OBJECTIVE

OCTOBER

maoQaa
³paz –14´CaoTa jaadUgar
³khanaI´
³paz –15´ baalalaIlaa
³saUrdasa ko pd´
vyaakrNa
sava-naama
ivaSaoYaNa‚

khanaI pzna
Sabdaqa- jaanaoMgao va kizna Sabd
ka ]ccaarNa kr paeÐgao
p`Snaao<ar
Aqa- baaoQa ‚ba`jaBaaYaa sao Avagat
haonaa‚pdvaacana.
pirBaaYaa
Baod
]pyaaoga
Paaz vaacana
Apizt gad\yaaMSa
sahIÀgalat ka caunaava
Sabdaqa- jaanaoMgao va kizna Sabdka
]ccaarNa kr paeÐgao
p`Snaao<ar
nae–nae SabdaoM ka &ana haogaa
ik`yaa kI jaanakarI
ik`yaa ko BaodaoM ko baaro maoM
jaanaoMgao.
kark ko icah\naaoM kI jaanakarI
p`aPt kroMgao.

7 periods

7 periods
NOVEMBER
7 periods
18 periods

maoQaa
³paz–16´kakI
³khanaI´
vyaakrNa
yaakrNa
ik`yaa
karkÊ
Anaok SabdaoM ko ek
Sabd
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ACTIVITY

LEARNING OUTCOMES

ik`yaa%makgaitivaiQa–5

baccao maoM maatRp`oma kI Baavanaa jaagaRt haogaI.saahsa evaM svaaiBamaana
jaOsao BaavaaoM ka ivakasa haogaa.k$Naa jaOsao Baava ivakisat haoMgao.
laaokBaaYaa kI jaanakarI p`aPt kroMgaoM.
kRYNa ko baala saaOndya- sao prIicat haoMgaoM.

ek sao dsa tk kIsaM#yaa ilaKoM
AaOr p`%yaok saM#yaa sao ek vaa@ya
banaaeÐ jaao ivaSaoYaNa ka baaoQa krae.

ik`yaa%makgaitivaiQa–6
khanaIlaoKna

sava-naama ko BaodaoM ka ]pyaaoga krnaa saIKoMgaoM.
ivaSaoYaNa kI AvasqaaAaoM ka ]pyaaoga krnaa saIKoMgaoM.
maatRp`oma kI Baavanaa ivakisat haogaI.
ek maatRhIna baalak ko duK AaOr ]sako kaomala BaavanaaAaoM kao
samaJaogao.
M jaIvana ko SaaSvat sa%ya sao ]naka pircaya haogaa.
ik`yaa AaOr Qaatu maoM baccao AMtr krnaa saIKogaoM.
ik`yaa ko ivaiBanna BaodaoM ka p`yaaoga krnaa saIKoMgao.
kark kI ivaBai@tyaaoM ka p`yaaoga kOsao ikyaa jaata hO [sakI
jaanakarI p`aPt kroMgao.
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NO.OF PERIODS

TOPICS

OBJECTIVE

ACTIVITY

LEARNING OUTCOMES

DECEMBER

maoQaa
³paz –17´maaÐ‚kh ek
khanaI ³khanaI´
vyaakrNa
kala
mauhavara

kivata vaacana
saurlaya maoM pzna
kivata ka BaavaaqasahIÀgalat kqana ka caunaava
pd\ya kao gad\ya maoM ilaKnaa
ivaYaya vastu ka &ana
kala kI pirBaaYaa
kala ko BaodaoM kI jaanakarI

ik`yaa%makgaitivaiQa–2

maha%maa baud\Qa ko jaIvana sao prIicat
haoMgao.]namaoM jaIvarxaa‚dyaa‚]darta jaosao Baava ivkisat
haogao.
M AihMsaa‚nyaaya
ip`yata jaOsao gauNa ivakisat haoMgaoM.

7 periods
12 periods

JANUARY
8 periods
13 periods

maoQaa
³paz –19´naokI ka
fla ³khanaI´
vyaakrNa
EauiutsamaiBannaaqa-kÊ
pyaa-yavaacaI
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Pazna pazna
Aqa- samaJanaa
Saud\Qa ]ccaarNa
Sabdaqakizna Sabd
AiBavyai@t kaOSala
P`aorNaa ga`hNa.
ek hI SabdaoM ka ivaiBanna $paoM
mao p`yaaoga

saamauihkgaitivaiQa–AaÐK‚ kana‚
naak‚ mauÐh maoM sao iksaI ek pr
AiQak sao AiQak mauhavara ilaKoM.

baccao vat-maana‚ BaUtkala AaOr BaivaYyat kala ko baIca ko AMtr
kao samaJaoMgao.
mauhavaro ko AMtga-t baccao yah samaJaoMgaoM ik yah ek eosao vaa@yaaMSa
hOM ijanaka ek ivaSaoYa Aqa- haota hO .
baccaaoM maoM sahayata‚praopkar‚gaMBaIrta jaOsao Baava ivakisat
haoMgaoM.]namaoM BaI AiDgata AaegaI.saccaa[- evaM
[-maanadarI jaOsao gauNaaoM ka ivakasa
haogaa.
baccao ek hI Sabd ko Anaok Aqa- kao jaanaoMgaoM.
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NO.OF PERIODS

TOPICS

OBJECTIVE

FEBRUARY

maoQaa
³paz –21´AihMsaa
kIivajaya ³khanaI´
³paz –23´maOM sabasao
CaoTI
hao]Ð³kivata´
vyaakrNa
inabaMQa
p~a

Sabdaqa- jaanaoMgao va kizna Sabd
ka ]ccaarNa kr paeÐgao
pzna paz
p`Snaao<ar
jaIvana jagat ko p`it k$Naa
svatM~ta ka mah<va maUlya
kizna pirisqait ka saamanaa
Aa%mainaBa-rtaa
p~a¸ inabaMQa.laoKna kI ivaiQa
pirBaaYaa
inayama
Saud\Qa ]ccaarNa.

12 periods

6 periods

MARCH

ACTIVITY

LEARNING OUTCOMES
baccao nae SabdaoM sao prIicat haoMgao.gaaÐQaI jaI ko jaIvana sao p`orNaa
ga`hNa kroMgaoM.]namao doSa p`oma ko Baava ka saMcaar haogaa.
jaIvana maoM maaÐ ko mah<va kao samaJaoMgao.
AaOPacaairk evaM AnaaOpcaairk p~a ilaKnaa saIKoMgao.

punaravaRit
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Subject: Science
NO OF
PERIODS
20

TOPIC
Food

SUB-TOPIC
*Sources of food

*Components of
food

Taurian World School, Ranchi

LEARNING OBJECTIVES /
SKILLS TO BE DEVELOPED

ASSESSMENT /
ACTIVITIES

LEARNING OUTCOMES

* To understand the variety of
food and its function
*Classify sources of food .
*To categorize animals on the
basis of their nutrition.
* To know the concept of food
chain
*To understand the different
component of food and their
function.
* balanced Diet
* To understand deficiency
Diseases related to lack of
nutrients.

*Germination of seed as
mung.
*Preparing a chart on food
habits of animals
*Pen and paper test

Students will be able to understand
the various sources of food as animals
and plants source. And will be able to
recognize animals as herbivores,
carnivores and omnivores.

*Classifying food according
to food component. *Test
for starch, sugars, proteins
and fats
*Debate on balanced diet
*Pen and paper test

Students will be able to understand
the components of food and its
functions and the diseases related to
its deficiency
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NO OF
PERIODS
35

TOPIC
Materials

SUB-TOPIC
*Separation of
substances

LEARNING OBJECTIVES /
SKILLS TO BE DEVELOPED

*To understand what is pure
and impure substances
*Learn about mixtures and
methods employed to
separate it.
*To do experiment to grasp
solution and solubility.
*Fibre to fabric
*To know about history of
clothing
*To understand the difference
between natural and synthetic
fabric
*To know how clothes are
made from fibre
*Sorting materials *To know about matter and
into groups
materials.
*To classify materials on basis
of similarities and
dissimilarities
*To understand the states of
matter and to study
properties of materials.
*Changes around *To learn about reversible and
Us
irreversible changes.
*To know difference about
physical and chemical changes
*To study about the
expansion and contraction of
different materials

Taurian World School, Ranchi

ASSESSMENT /
ACTIVITIES

LEARNING OUTCOMES

*Discussion on threshing,
winnowing. *Experiments
on sedimentation,
filtration, and separating
mixture of salt and sand.

Students can understand the
difference between pure and impure
substances and how it can be
separated.

*Simple activity to
distinguish among
different types of clothes.
*Collecting information on
locally available plant
fibers
*Pen and paper test
*simple experimentsto
group things on the basis
of gross properties like
roughness, lustre,
solubility

They would be able to differentiate
between natural and synthetic fabric
and distinguish among different types
of clothes.

* Chart preparation on
changes taking place
around us discussing their
reasons and results.
*Pen and paper test

Students will be able to understand
that some changes can be reversed
and others cannot with the help of
experiments

students will be able to classify
materials on the basis of their
properties and and their states of
matter
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45

The World
Of The
Living

Things around us

Plants

Movement in
animals

Habitat of the
living

Taurian World School, Ranchi

*To learn about living and
non-living things
*To know about
characteristics of living things
*To understand about biotic
and abiotic components of the
environment
*To learn about different
types of plants and plant
system
*To understand the function
and modification of root, stem
and leaf
*To know about flower and
fruits
*To learn about organization
and structure of human body
*Different types of movement
in human body parts
*Movement in animals like
fish, earth worm, snake and
cockroach
*To learn about different
types of habitat and the
adaptations
*To know the concept of
acclimatization

* Listing of the things
around us with their
morphological
characteristic
*Pen and paper test

Students would be able to understand
the difference between living and
non-living component of the world
and will be able to correlate as how
living things are similar and dissimilar
.

*To prepare a chart paper
on different parts of
flower
*observing section of leaf
its different arrangement
and pattern.
*Pen and paper test

Students will be able to understand
the structure and function of the
various parts of plants and will be
able to answer as how different
flowers differ from one another.

Observation on movement
and skeletal parts in other
organism.

Students will be able to understand
what is inside our bodies and how do
animals move.

To make collage of
different plants found in
different habitat

Students will be able to answer and
correlate as how habitat affect plants
and animals
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NO OF
PERIODS

TOPIC

SUB-TOPIC

LEARNING OBJECTIVES /
SKILLS TO BE DEVELOPED

ASSESSMENT /
ACTIVITIES

LEARNING OUTCOMES

10

Moving
Things,
People and
Ideas

Measurement
and Motion

To learn about measurement,
standard unit of
measurement, need of
measurement and motions
and its types

*Identification and
discrimination of various
types of motion.
*To measure length of any
curved surface like leaves .

Students will understand difference
between standard and non-standard
unit and how is motion different from
measurement

25

How things
Work

Electric current
and circuits

To learn about electricity, its
sources, cells, simple electric
circuits and safety rules while
handling electric appliances

To prepare simple
electrical circuit

Students will apply knowledge as how
materials allow electric current to
flow through them.

Magnets

*To learn about natural and
artificial magnets .
*Its properties
*Making of magnet
*Earth as magnet

To prepare temporary
magnets and observing
bar magnets to find
geographical directions

Students will be able employ their
knowledge as how magnets sticks
things and how it can be used to find
directions

Light , Shadow
and Reflection

*To build concept of light,
source of light.
*Formation of shadow ,
reflection of light .
* Working of pinhole camera

*To make a model of
pinhole camera
*Visualization of solar and
lunar eclipse formation.

Students will understand and will be
able to make connection as how solar
and lunar eclipse occurs and how
human eye is similar to pinhole
camera

10

Natural
phenomena

Taurian World School, Ranchi
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NO OF
PERIODS
30

TOPIC

SUBTOPIC

Natural
Importance
Resources of Water

Air

Waste

LEARNING OBJECTIVES /
SKILLS TO BE DEVELOPED

ASSESSMENT / ACTIVITIES

LEARNING OUTCOMES

*To learn about sources of
water.
* different states of water.
*Importance of water.
*Water cycle, scarcity of
water.
*Conservation of water

*To prepare simple model of
water cycle.
*To perform activity with plants
to see its growth in normal,
deficient and excess water
condition.

Students will be able to understand
the importance of water, and
dependence of living on water and
need to conserve water.

*To know about composition
of air .
* Significance of the
component of the air.
*Importance of air.
*Air pollution, effects of air
pollution .
*Control of air pollution
*To learn about waste, its
types.
*Disposal method, managing
of waste
*3R

*To represent chart about
constituent of air with its volume.
*To perform experiments to see
the presence of air in various
empty vessels

Students will be able to build their
concept on composition of air and
will be able to correlate its increased
level with health and environment.

To conduct survey about amount Students will understand as the
of waste generated by individual
impact of waste on environment and
students household and by school will be able to correlate with
recycling of materials.

Note: The highlighted portion would be covered in UOI

Taurian World School, Ranchi
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Subject: Mathematics
NO. OF
TOPIC
PERIOD
12
Factors and
Multiples

12

Knowing our
Number

12

Whole Numbers

SUB-TOPIC
Factors and Multiples,
Prime number and
composite number,
Test of divisibility,
prime factorization,
index notation, H.C.F
& L.C.M.
Comparing Numbers ,
place value and face
Value , Indian and
international system of
Numeration with
expansion, Estimation
Roman Numerals.
Predecessor and
successor , operation
of whole numbers on
Number line,
properties of whole
numbers,
Multiplication and
division of whole
numbers.
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LEARNING OBJECTIVES /
SKILLS TO BE DEVELOPED
To understand prime and
composite number, to find
the H.C.F and L.C.M of two or
more numbers.

ASSESSMENT /
ACTIVITIES
Work sheet / practice
from exercise.

To identify number system
with comparison. Indian and
International system,
Estimation and Roman
numerals.

Work sheet / practice
from exercise.

To learn the concept of the
Work sheet / practice
operation of whole numbers
from exercise.
on number line. Multiplication
and division of whole
numbers.

LEARNING OUTCOMES
To identify prime and
composite number, to find the
H.C.F and L.C.M of two or
more numbers, prime
factorization of numbers.

To understand number
system with comparison.
Indian and International
system, Estimation and
Roman numerals.

Students should be able to
learn the operation of whole
numbers on number line.
Multiplication and division of
whole numbers.
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NO. OF
TOPIC
PERIOD
17
Integers

17

Fractions

17

Decimals

LEARNING OBJECTIVES /
ASSESSMENT /
SKILLS TO BE DEVELOPED
ACTIVITIES
Negative number,
Students able to understand
Pen paper test/ practice
Integers, Number line, negative numbers in practical from exercise.Activities
Absolute value of a
situation, perform calculations on Real number line.
number, Addition and
on integers, Represent
Subtraction of integers, numbers on number line and
Multiplication and
order them & use of
Division of integers,
mathematical symbols.
Rules for operating on
integers.
Pen paper test/ practice
Fractions and
To know the concept of the
Fractional numbers, as fraction” the part of a whole”, from exercise..
Classification of fractions,
a part of a collection,
Types of fractions ,
representation on number
line, addition and subtraction
representation of
fractions on number
of fractions.
line, Equivalent, Like
and unlike fractions,
Comparison of
fractions, Addition and
Subtraction of
fractions.
Decimal fractions, Like To understand fractions.
Work sheet / practice
and unlike decimals,
Perform calculation from
from exercise.
Comparing decimals,
decimals to fraction and vice
conversion Of decimal versa. Addition and
into a fraction and vice subtraction of Decimals.
versa. Operation of
decimals.

Taurian World School, Ranchi

SUB-TOPIC

LEARNING OUTCOMES
Use of negative numbers in
practical situation, perform
calculations on integers,
Represent numbers on
number line and order them
& use of mathematical
symbols.

Students should understand
the concept of the fraction
”the part of a whole”,
Classification of fractions,
representation on number
line, addition and subtraction
of fractions.

Recognize fractions. Perform
calculation from decimals to
fraction and vice versa.
Addition and subtraction of
Decimals.
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NO. OF
TOPIC
PERIOD
12
Basic Geometry

12

12

12

SUB-TOPIC

Points, Line,
intersecting lines ,
Angles- different kinds
of angles, parallel lines
, Constructing and
measuring angles
using a protractor.
Fundamental
Fundamental algebra,
Algebra
Notation in Algebra,
Variables, Constant, coefficient, Polynomial,
some rules in algebra,
use of brackets in
simplification, Addition
and subtraction of
polynomials.
Algebraic Equation Simple equation,
solving simple
equation, formulae,
framing algebraic
equation and find
solution for it.
Triangles
Polygons, name and
description ,different
types of triangle, angle
sum property ,Exterior
and interior angles.
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LEARNING OBJECTIVES /
SKILLS TO BE DEVELOPED
To understand various types
of angles, Calculate unknown
angles involving adjacent
angles on a line.

ASSESSMENT /
ACTIVITIES
Work sheet / practice
from exercise.

LEARNING OUTCOMES

To understand the concept
algebraic variables, Express
basic arithmetical process
algebraically, Substitute
numbers for letters in
formulae and expression.

Work sheet / practice
from exercise.

Use letters for algebraic
variables, Express basic
arithmetical process
algebraically, Substitute
numbers for letters in
formulae and expression.

Concept building for solving
simple algebraic equation, To
construct simple equation
from given situation and solve
these equation.

Work sheet/practice
from exercise

To solve simple algebraic
equation, To construct simple
equation from given situation
and solve these equation.

To understand the types of
triangles based on sides and
angles, various types of
polygons, angle properties
along with simple geometrical
problems.

Work sheet / practice
from exercise.

Types of triangles based on
sides and angles, various
types of polygons, angle
properties along with simple
geometrical problems.

Identify various types of
angles, Calculate unknown
angles involving adjacent
angles on a line.
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NO. OF
TOPIC
PERIOD
10
Quadrilaterals

9

Circles

12

Ratio, Proportion
and Unitary
Method

22

Data Handling,
Pictograph, Bar
graph

LEARNING OBJECTIVES /
SKILLS TO BE DEVELOPED
Quadrilaterals,
To understand Different
different types of
types of quadrilateral and
quadrilaterals and their their properties, angle sum
properties, Angle sum
properties of quadrilateral.
properties.
Circles and its different Practical understanding to
parts, relation between know the different parts of
radius and diameter,
circles, concentric circles etc.
Concentric circles.
Ratio of Numbers,
To understand the
Equivalent Ratio,
comparison between two
Converting the ratio
numbers, able to solve
into its simplest
problems from proportion
form,Comparison of
and Unitary method.
ratio , Proportion and
its properties, Unitary
Method.
Frequency tables with
Students able to know the
tally mark, pictograph, concept of Statistics.Calculate,
bar graph
classify and tabulate data.
Read and interpret tables and
statistical diagram, to
construct pictograph and bar
graph.
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SUB-TOPIC

ASSESSMENT /
ACTIVITIES
Work sheet / practice
from exercise.

LEARNING OUTCOMES
Different types of
quadrilateral and their
properties, angle sum
properties of quadrilateral.

Work sheet / practice
from exercise.

Students able to know the
different parts of circles,
concentric circles etc.

Work sheet / practice
from exercise.Activities
on different geometrical
shapes.

Students able to know the
comparison between two
numbers, able to solve
problems from proportion
and Unitary method.

wok sheet/ practice
from exercise

Calculate, classify and
tabulate data. Read and
interpret tables and statistical
diagram, to construct
pictograph and bar graph.
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NO. OF
TOPIC
PERIOD
22
Perimeter and
Area of simple
figures
14

Geometrical
Constructions

SUB-TOPIC
Perimeter , Area , Unit
of perimeter and Area,
Area of Quadrilateral.
Bisecting angles,
perpendicular bisector
of a line segment,
constructions of angles
with the help of ruler
and compass.
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LEARNING OBJECTIVES /
SKILLS TO BE DEVELOPED
To Understand the perimeter
and Area of simple
geometrical figure, solving
problems.

ASSESSMENT /
ACTIVITIES
Work sheet / practice
from exercise.Activities
on drawing bar graph on
graph paper.

Practical use of mathematical
instruments to bisect angles,
line segment and construction
of angles.

Work sheet / practice
from exercise.

LEARNING OUTCOMES
To find the perimeter and
Area of simple geometrical
figure, solving problems.
Use of mathematical
instruments to bisect angles,
line segment and construction
of angles.
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Subject: Social Science
NO. OF
PERIOD
3 periods

TOPIC

History Chap. -1
(1)Discovering the
past

SUB-TOPIC

(a) Importance of
studying history

(b) Ways of writing
dates in history

(c)Ways of studying
the past
(d) Co-relation
between history and
geography
(e) Case study

Taurian World School, Ranchi

LEARNING OBJECTIVES
/ SKILLS TO BE
DEVELOPED
(a)To explain the specific
nature of the discipline

ASSESSMENT /
ACTIVITIES

LEARNING
OUTCOMES

(1)To make 5 groups in
class. Each group can
adopt one source to
study history .

Students have learnt
what history is, time
frames in the study of
history, various periods in
which recorded history
has been classified

(b)To familiarize the learner They have to collect
with the major
information about it
developments to be studied and paste it on a chart
paper.
(c)Develop an
understanding of the
significance of geographical
terms used during the time
frame
(d) Illustrate the sources to
reconstruct history.
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NO. OF
PERIOD

4 periods

TOPIC

SUB-TOPIC

LEARNING OBJECTIVES /
SKILLS TO BE DEVELOPED

Civics
Chap. 1 & 2
combined

(a) Definition of
Diversity

(a)The students will learn to
understand and appreciate the

(1) Diversity in
India
(2) Diversity and
Discrimination

(b) Unity in Diversity

various forms of diversity in their
everyday environments
(b) Develop a sensitivity towards
pluralism and interdependence.
(c)Understand how prejudice can
lead to discrimination.

(c) Types of Diversity
(d) Definition of
Discrimination,
Prejudice and
Stereotype
(e) Equality and its
types

ASSESSMENT
/ ACTIVITIES
Classwork and
Homework

LEARNING
OUTCOMES
Students will learnt/to
understand and
appreciate the various
forms of diversity in our
everyday environment.
They will know that
diversity has given us
choices to make our lives
richer, our dependence
on plurality of skills and
tastes and the
constitutional protections
for the preservation of
social diversities.

(d) Understand the difference
between identities, diversity and
inequality

(f) Case study of Dr.
B.R. Ambedkar

Taurian World School, Ranchi
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NO. OF
PERIOD

4 periods

TOPIC

Geography
Chap. 1
The Solar system

SUB-TOPIC

(a) The origin of the
Earth

(b) The celestial
bodies like stars,
planets, sun, moon
with special emphasis
on Blue planet

LEARNING OBJECTIVES /
SKILLS TO BE
DEVELOPED
To understand the unique
place of Earth in the solar
system , why there is life on
earth, position of other
planets in the solar system ,
importance of NASA and
their functions.

ASSESSMENT /
ACTIVITIES

(1)In a chart draw the
solar system with
astronauts and aliens.

LEARNING
OUTCOMES

The students knew about
heavenly bodies, solar
system, earth, moon, and
the Universe and their
respective positions

(2) The students will be
asked to close their
eyes and to dream that
they have boarded a
rocket reached Moon /
mars, met the aliens
and then they have
come back to the
earth. Now they will be
asked to speak about
their feelings.

(c) Case study- NASA
and its functions

Taurian World School, Ranchi
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NO. OF
PERIOD

5 periods

TOPIC

History
Chap. 2
The HunterGatherers

SUB-TOPIC

LEARNING OBJECTIVES /
SKILLS TO BE
DEVELOPED

ASSESSMENT /
ACTIVITIES

LEARNING
OUTCOMES

The students learnt about
the ways in which the
primitive men lived , the
process through which
early man learnt
agriculture, the places
where the early man lived

(a) The stone age

(a)To appreciate the
knowledge and skills of
Hunter-gatherers

(a) Map pointing
showing the Paleolithic
sites

(b) The Paleolithic
age

(b) Identify stone artefacts
as archaeological evidences

(b) Solving the
questions at the back
of the chapter

(c) The Mesolithic
age

(c)What type of
transformations took place
in the society and why

Geography
6 periods

Chap. 2
Globes – Latitudes
and Longitudes

(a) Globes
(b) Latitudes and
Longitudes
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(a)To review the main
concepts like definition of
latitude, longtitude, globe

Choose any ten places
over different
continents .Make a list
of these places and
plot the local time at
those places
corresponding to 10
a.m. in India.

The students learnt about
globe and their uses,
about the imaginary lines
on the globe that help us
in locating places, how
places are located on the
maps
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NO. OF
PERIOD

6 periods

TOPIC

Civics
Chap.3
Government

SUB-TOPIC

LEARNING OBJECTIVES /
SKILLS TO BE
DEVELOPED

(c) Heat zones of the
earth
(d) International Date
Line

(b)What is Greenwich mean
time
(c) Why latitudes and
longitudes are important
(d) Importance of Equator
and Prime Meridian

(a)What is a
government

(a)To enable students to
gain a sense of why
government is required

(b) What type of
government India has
(c)Organs of
government

(b) Recognize the need for
Adult Franchise
(c)Understand the key
elements that influence the
functioning of democracy

ASSESSMENT /
ACTIVITIES

Collect information
about any two
democratic countries
of the world and do a
research on their
governmments

LEARNING
OUTCOMES

The students learnt the
need for government, the
way the decisions are
made, and various forms
of governments

(d) Functions of
government
(e)Levels of
government

Taurian World School, Ranchi
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NO. OF
PERIOD

3 periods

TOPIC

History
Chap.3
The agriculturists:
The Neolithic
period

SUB-TOPIC

LEARNING OBJECTIVES /
SKILLS TO BE
DEVELOPED

ASSESSMENT /
ACTIVITIES

(a) The beginning of
farming

(a) Appreciate the diversity
of early domestication

Make a poster showing
New Stone Age tools
and their modern
version

(b) Domestication of
animals

(b) Identify the material
culture generated by people
in relatively stable
settlements
(c) Understand the
strategies for analyzing them

(c) The beginning of
settlements
(d) Inventions
(e) Crafts
(f) Case study –
Mehrgarh

Taurian World School, Ranchi

LEARNING
OUTCOMES

The students learnt how
men took to farming,
main features of life of
man during this period,
how men expertised in
different aspects of
occupation.
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NO. OF
PERIOD

4 periods

TOPIC

Geography
Chap.- 3
Motions of the
Earth

SUB-TOPIC

LEARNING OBJECTIVES /
SKILLS TO BE
DEVELOPED

(a) Rotation and
Revolution

(a) To understand the
motions of the earth and
their effects

(b) Effects of
Rotation and
Revolution
(c) Equinoxes

(b) Explain and differentiate
between rotation and
revolution
(c) Inclination of the Earth’s
axis on the annual cycle of
seasons.

ASSESSMENT /
ACTIVITIES

Make a model showing
how days and nights
are caused using a
rotating ball mounted
on a board and torch.

LEARNING
OUTCOMES

The students learnt how
days, nights and seasons
are caused.They also
came to know about the
some important dat

(d) Solstice
(e) The circle of
illumination

Taurian World School, Ranchi
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NO. OF
PERIOD

5 periods

TOPIC

Civics
Chap- 4
Understanding
Democracy

Taurian World School, Ranchi

SUB-TOPIC

LEARNING OBJECTIVES /
SKILLS TO BE
DEVELOPED

ASSESSMENT /
ACTIVITIES

Types of government

(a)To enable students to
(a)Pen-paper Test
understand why government
is required

(b) Key elements of
democracy
(c)Case Study- Adolf
Hitler and Women
suffrage movement

(b) Recognise the need for
Universal Adult Franchise
(c)Appreciate the need to
make decisions with
collective sanctions
(d) Understanding the key
elements that influence the
functioning of democracy

LEARNING
OUTCOMES

The students learnt about
the participation,
accountability, resolution,
conflict, and concerns for
equality and justice

(b)C.W./H.W. copies
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NO. OF
PERIOD

6 periods

TOPIC

History
Chap.-4
The Advent of
urbanization and
Civilization in India

SUB-TOPIC

ASSESSMENT /
ACTIVITIES

(a) What is meant
by civilization

(a) To appreciate the
distinctive life in cities

(a) To show them
some videos

(b) Indus Valley
civilization

(b) Identify the
archaeological evidence of
urban centres
(c) To make the students
understand about a
complete planned city
(d) The meaning of
urbanization

(b) Worksheet and
exercises

(c) Case studyMesopotamian
civilisation
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LEARNING OBJECTIVES /
SKILLS TO BE
DEVELOPED

LEARNING
OUTCOMES

The students learnt about
the civilization which
flourished in cities, the
importance was given to
sanitation thousands of
years ago, early concepts
of town planning, variety
of occupations of people
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NO. OF
PERIOD

3 periods

TOPIC

Geography
Chap.4
Maps

SUB-TOPIC

LEARNING OBJECTIVES /
SKILLS TO BE
DEVELOPED

(a)

Definition of map (a) To develop the basic
skills of map reading

(b)

Types of maps

ASSESSMENT /
ACTIVITIES

LEARNING
OUTCOMES

Draw a plan of your
dream school campus

They learnt the types of
maps, their symbols and
how to make a plan

(a) Pen-Paper test

The students learnt how
gram panchayats
functions, role of women
in panchayats, election to
village panchayats.

(b) To make them
understand the essential
components of maps like
directions, symbols etc.

(c) Difference
between a globe and a
map
(d) Components and
symbols of maps

5 periods

Civics
Chap.5
Panchayati Raj

(a) What is a
panchayat

To enable children to

(b) Need for
panchayats

(a) Understand the local
level of government
functioning
(b) Understand the
workings of panchayati raj
and appreciate its
importance

(c) Organisation of a
village panchayat

Taurian World School, Ranchi
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NO. OF
PERIOD

6 periods

TOPIC

History
Chap. -5
The Vedic period

SUB-TOPIC

LEARNING OBJECTIVES /
SKILLS TO BE
DEVELOPED

(d)

Gram panchayat

(e)

Nyaya panchayat

(c) Description of the
panchayat
(d) Role of gram sabha
(e) Women role in
panchayat

The Aryans

(a) The meaning of vedas

(b) Sources of History

(b) They will know the
origin and spread of vedic
civilization
(c) Political, economic and
social life of the vedic people
(d) They will know the
sacred books and hymns of
the vedic people

(c)Political and Social
Lives of the Aryans
(d) Position of women

ASSESSMENT /
ACTIVITIES

After showing the
smart class a quiz can
be conducted

LEARNING
OUTCOMES

Appreciate the different
developments taking
place in different parts of
the sub-continent
simultaneously

(e)Case Study- Yellow
River valley civilization

Taurian World School, Ranchi
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NO. OF
PERIOD

5 periods

TOPIC

Civics
Chap.6
Urban
administration
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SUB-TOPIC

LEARNING OBJECTIVES /
SKILLS TO BE
DEVELOPED

(a) Municipal
Corporation

To make the students
understand

(b) Municipal
Council
(c) Case studySouth Africa

(a)The municipal corporation
election
(b) The work of municipal
corporation
(c)Citizens protests to get
their grievances addressed

ASSESSMENT /
ACTIVITIES

LEARNING
OUTCOMES

The students will be
asked to make a list of
the names of the
members of their local
body.

The students learnt about
the local government
institutions in big cities,
composition of Municipal
Council and Municipal
Corporations, sources of
revenue, provision of
water and other civic
facilities by the municipal
corporations
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NO. OF
PERIOD

8 periods

5 periods

TOPIC

Geography
Chap.5
Major domains of
the earth

History
Chap.- 7
New Ideas and new
Religions
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SUB-TOPIC

LEARNING OBJECTIVES /
SKILLS TO BE
DEVELOPED

(a)

Lithosphere

(a) To know the different
spheres of earth

(b)

Biosphere

(b)Make the students
understand the
interrelationship of the
Realms of the Earth

(c)
(d)

Atmoshphere
Hydrosphere

(a)

The Upanishads

(a) Outline the basic tenets
of these systems of thought
and the context in which
they developed and
flourished

(b)

Jainism

(b) Introduce excerpts from
sources relating to these
traditions

(c)

Buddhism

ASSESSMENT /
ACTIVITIES

LEARNING
OUTCOMES

Collect information
about the water
pollution sources in
your city.

The students learnt about
the continents, oceans,
layers of atmoshphere,
bio-sphere or the life
area.

On the map of Asia the
students can abel the
countries where
Buddhism has spread.

The students at the end of
the chapter learnt the
main features of
Buddhism and
Jainism,places associated
with these religions and
the meaning of
Upanishad.
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NO. OF
PERIOD

6 periods

TOPIC

Geography
Chap.-6
Major landforms of
the earth

SUB-TOPIC

LEARNING OBJECTIVES /
SKILLS TO BE
DEVELOPED

Mountains

(a)Make the students
understand the major
landforms of the earth

(b) Plateaus

(b) What are their
importance

ASSESSMENT /
ACTIVITIES

Collect information
about the Great
Plateaus, Plains,
Deserts of the world.

LEARNING
OUTCOMES

The students learnt about
the forces that shape the
relief features of the
world,the landforms of
the earth, characteristics
features of plateaus,
plains etc

(c)Plains
(d) Their definitions
and importance

Taurian World School, Ranchi
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NO. OF
PERIOD

6 periods

TOPIC

Civics
Chap.- 7
Rural
Administration

SUB-TOPIC

LEARNING OBJECTIVES /
SKILLS TO BE
DEVELOPED

ASSESSMENT /
ACTIVITIES

LEARNING
OUTCOMES

(a)Administration of a
district

(a) Focus on a land dispute

The students learnt about
the administration in
villages

(b) Functionning of
rural administration

(b) Show the role of
patwari and police

The children can visit a
near by village and talk
to a patwari about his
work and
problems faced by him
in maintaining land
records

(c)Role of police
(d) Role of patwari
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(d) On the new heritance
law
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NO. OF
PERIOD

8 periods

TOPIC

SUB-TOPIC

LEARNING OBJECTIVES /
SKILLS TO BE
DEVELOPED

History
Chap.8
The Mauryan
Empire

(a) The Mauryan
Empire

(a) Introduce the concept
of empire

(b) Bindusara

(b) To study about the
empire who for the first time
unified India specially North
India

ASSESSMENT /
ACTIVITIES

C.W./H.W

LEARNING
OUTCOMES

The students learnt about
the first book about the
art of polity and
administration, the first
ruler of the world who
escaped war after victory,
the first ruler who
promoted Buddhism but
was intolerant towards
other faith, and the first
Indian ruler to ranked as
great as Ashoka

(c) Ashoka
(d) The kalinga War
(e) Case study –
Pataliputra
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NO. OF
PERIOD

8 periods

2 periods

TOPIC

Geography
Chap.-7
Our country- India

Civics
Chap.-8
Rural Livelihood

SUB-TOPIC

(a) India’s location
and neighbours

(a) To comprehend broad
physiographic divisions of
India

(b) Physiographic
divisions of India

(b) To describe the
influence of land , climate,
vegetation and Wildlife on
human habitation

The types of rural
livelihood

(a) To understand the
conditions that underline
and impact on the life
strategies of various groups
of people
(b) To contrast the living

(b) Case study
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LEARNING OBJECTIVES /
SKILLS TO BE
DEVELOPED

ASSESSMENT /
ACTIVITIES

LEARNING
OUTCOMES

Map pointing

The students learnt the
five geographical regions
of India, and the
Interdependence of the
various physiographic
divisions

To interview the
workers of the school

The students learnt what
is livelihood, types of rural
livelihood
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NO. OF
PERIOD

6 periods

TOPIC

History
Chap.- 11
The Gupta Empire

SUB-TOPIC

(a)About the rulers of
the Gupta Empire

LEARNING OBJECTIVES /
SKILLS TO BE
DEVELOPED

(a) Introduce the idea of
the development of
different Administrative
systems

ASSESSMENT /
ACTIVITIES

LEARNING
OUTCOMES

C.W./H.W

They learnt about the
Golden Age of India, the
developments in art,
architecture etc., the
peace and prosperity
prevailing in India

To interview teachers
or bank employees etc

The students learnt about
urban livelihood and the
difference between rural
and urban livelihood

(b) Administration
(b) Introduce the idea of
under the Guptas
expansion
(c)Important kingdoms
of the South

3 periods

Civics
Chap-9
Urban Livelihood

8 periods

Geography
Chap-8
India
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a) The types of urban
livelihood
b) Case study

To understand the
conditions that underline
the life strategies of various
groups of people

a) Climate
b) Natural vegetation
c) Wildlife

The students will learn about Map pointing
their motherland

The students came to
know about the India as a
whole
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Subject: French
NO. OF PERIOD

TOPIC

6 periods

1- VOUS CONNAISSEZ LA FRANCE?
2- LES SALUTATIONS
3- COMPTONS ENSEMBLE

2 periods

COMPTONS ENSEMBLE

7 periods

1- LES COPAINS

5 period

1- DEVINEZ
2- DANS LA CLASSE

8 periods

1- DANS LA CLASSE
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LEARNING OBJECTIVES /
SKILLS TO BE DEVELOPED
*Give knowledge about
FRANCE Culture and
Civilization
*Learn how to greet in
French
*Give knowledge about
Numbers
Give knowledge about
Numbers
Learn new words,
Learn ÊTRE verb,
Indefinite articles, make
plural of nouns.
The nationality

Make questions and
answer based on What is
this? / Who is this?
Learn new words
Learn ‘’Avoir’’ verb
conjugation
Learn how to introduce
himself/herself and other
person
Learn adjective in French
(male and female)

ASSESSMENT /
ACTIVITIES
Chart paper
presentation based on
conversation.
Exercise Book

Exercise Book

Text Book
Exercise Book

Make a dialogue

Chart paper
presentation based on
‘’Avoir’’ and ‘’ Être’’
verbs with adjectives

LEARNING OUTCOMES
Able to speak about French
culture and civilization
Able to greet in French
Able to write the number
in words (1 - 20)
Addition, subtraction
(1 – 100)
Able to conjugate ÊTRE
verb and make sentences
based on Être verb
Able to use Indefinite
articles
Able to make plural of
nouns
Know how to make
question and answer about
objects and people
Able to conjugate Avoir
verb and make agreement
of adjectives
Able to describe oneself
and introduce others
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NO. OF PERIOD

TOPIC

LEARNING OBJECTIVES /
SKILLS TO BE DEVELOPED
Learn new words; definite
articles and nationality

ASSESSMENT /
ACTIVITIES
Exercise book

7 periods

1- LES AMIS DE CAROLINE

7 periods

QUEL JOUR SOMMES-NOUS?

Learn new words and
‘’Aller’’ verb conjugation
Learn days in French
Tell the time

Sing French song
based on days

5 periods

Les Vacances

Learn new words; months
name.

2 periods

Les Vacances

7 periods

LA FAMILLE DE MANUEL

5 periods

LE DRAPEAU DE MON PAYS

3 periods

Revision

Taurian World School, Ranchi

Give knowledge about
some festivals in France
Learn new words
Learn about family tree
(parents)
Learn ‘’ER’’ verb
conjugation
Learn new words and
colors in French

Revision

Sing a song based on
months

LEARNING OUTCOMES
Able to use definite articles.
Able to write countries name
and their nationality
(masculine/feminine form) in
French
Able to conjugate aller verb
and make sentences based on
aller verb.
Able to pronounce properly
days name in French
Able to write and pronounce
months in French.
Able to communicate with
small phrases in French

Project based on
months and vacations
Exercise book

Dictation from the
book and recitation
based on ‘’Vole joli
Papillon’’
Revision

Able to describe the family.
Able to conjugate ‘’ER’’ ending
verbs

Able to recite a poem.
Develop listening and writing
skills
Revision
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Subject: Sanskrit
NUMBER OF
PERIODS
6

CHAPTER/UNIT TITLE

ACTIVITIES

Paaz 1 2

Slaaok gaayana

svar evaM vyaMjana
]ccaarNa sqaana

TESTS

FA- 1/Round-1

3

Paaz 3
evaM svar sainQa
pairBaaYa

Sauw ]ccaarNa

5

Paaz 4 5 evaM svar sainQa

FA -1 /Round-2

Aaid

sainQa ivagaRh Sabd
inamaa-Na

Paaz 6 7

Sauw ]ccaarNa evamaM laoKna

FA-2/Round-1

5

A evaM [ karant Sabd $p
6

Paaz

89
Aa karant
] } karant Sabd$p

saM#yaa vaacak pd
evaM vaa@ya inamaa-Na

FA-2/Round-2

5

Paaz 10 11

Slaaok Aqa- evamaM gaayana

Summative assessment-1

A karant

napuMsak ilaMga Qaatu $p laT
lakar
6

Paaz 12 13

Taurian World School, Ranchi

evamaM kark p`krNa Slaaok gaayana
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NUMBER OF
PERIODS

CHAPTER/UNIT TITLE

ACTIVITIES

TESTS

Paaz 14 15

pR%yaya WaraSabd inamaa-Na evaM p`yaaoga

FA-3/Round-1

6

Paaz 16
ica~ vaNa-na vaa@ya inamaa-Na

lakar p`yaaoga
saMskRt gaIt gaayana

FA-3/round-2

4

Paaz 17 18 punaravaRi<a p~ laoKna

6

PaR%yaya %vaa
Aaid

5

7

samaasa vaNa-na
Paaz
punaravaRi<a p~ laoKna
samaasa vaNa-na
Paaz punaravaRi<a

Taurian World School, Ranchi

FA-4/ROUND-1
FA-4/ROUND-2
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Subject: Information Technology
NO.OF
PERIODS

TOPIC

5

Computer
Language

4

More On
Windows

6

Advance MsWord

3

Ms-Powerpoint

SUB-TOPIC
* Machine Language
* Assembly Language
* High Level Language
* Fourth Generation Language
* Using Windows Media Player
* Displying Two Windows At A
Time
* Exploring Pictures
* Disk Cleanup & Other Tools
* Using Mail-Merge -- Creating
Docs
* Creating Recipient List
* Inserting Merge Fields
* Viewing The Merged Data
* Printing Your Letters
* Inserting Table
* Entering Data In Table
* Use Of Table Tools
* Formatting A Table Style,
Aligning Text
* Charts In Powerpoint
* Components Of A Chart
* Creating A Chart, Changing
Type
* Formatting A Chart

Taurian World School, Ranchi

LEARNING OBJECTIVES /
SKILLS TO BE DEVELOPED

ASSESSMENT /
ACTIVITIES

LEARNING OUTCOMES

Introduction To Different
Languages Use In Computer

Class Room Lecture

Student Will Understand
The Various Languages
And Their Use

Familiarization To Different
Utility Tools In Windows Os

Lab Activity

Basic Understanding Of
Windows Tools

To Understand The MailMerge Tools In Real Life
Application Area

Lab Activity / Project
Work

Students Are Able To
Apply Knowledge To Solve
Real Life Problem Using
Mail-Merge Technique

To Develop Basic
Understanding Of Different
Features Of Powerpoint Like
- Table, Graphs Etc To
Include In Presentation File

Lab Activity / Project
Student Will Learn
Work
Advance Powerpoint Tools
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NO.OF
PERIODS TOPIC

11

2

11

Advance MsPowerpoint

Microsoft Excel

Advance MsExcel

SUB-TOPIC
* Applying Animation Effect
* Adding Transition
* Inserting Sound Clips
* Inserting Your Own Sound
* Inserting Video Clips
*Using Action Buttons
* Importing Data From Word
* Features Of Excel
* Components Of Worksheet
* Moving Around The
Spreadsheet
* Entering Data, Types Of Data
* Performing Calculations
* Selecting Cells And Formatting
Cells
* Changing Cell Contents
* Using Undo/Redo Features
* Inserting Columns/Rows
* Copying / Moving Data
* Using Auto Fill/Custom List
Features

Taurian World School, Ranchi

LEARNING OBJECTIVES /
SKILLS TO BE DEVELOPED

To Understand The Use Of
Multimedia Data With
Powerpoint Slides

Introduction To Spreadsheet
Package And Use Of Excel

Introduction To Worksheet
Handling Technique

ASSESSMENT /
ACTIVITIES

LEARNING OUTCOMES

Student Will Learn
Lab Activity / Project
Advance Powerpoint Tools
Work
To Use Multimedia

Lab Activity

Student Will Learn How To
Deal With Different Types
Of Data In Excel

LAB ACTIVITY

Student Will Get Basic
Idea About Different
Features To Work In Excel
Worksheet
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NO.OF
PERIODS TOPIC

3

Introduction To
Flash Cs3

5

Advance Flash
Cs3

SUB-TOPIC
* What Is Flash
* How To Start Flash
* The Flash Workspace
* Using The Tools Panel
* The Selection/Colouring Tools
* Text Tool
* Creating & Saving New Flash
Documents
* Using Frame By Frame
Technique To Animate
* Symbols And Animation
* How To Create A Symbol
* Using Animation
* Create A Motion Tween
* Shape Tween
* Motion Guide Tween

Taurian World School, Ranchi

LEARNING OBJECTIVES /
SKILLS TO BE DEVELOPED

ASSESSMENT /
ACTIVITIES

LEARNING OUTCOMES

Introduction To Animation
Design Using Flash Software

Lab Activity

Student Will Learn About
Basic Features And Tools
Of Flash Software

To Understand The Use Of
Animations In Flash

Lab Activity / Project
Work

Student Will Able To
Design Their Own
Animation Using Symbols,
Graphics
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NO.OF
PERIODS

10

4

TOPIC

Introduction To
Qbasic

Surfing Internet

SUB-TOPIC
* Basic & Its Advantages
* Steps To Write A Program In
Qbasic
* Save And Run A Program
* Exit And Open Qbasic
* Character Set Of Basic
* Constant & Variables
* Operators & Their Hierarchy
* Qbasic Statements
* Assignment Statement - Let
* Print, Inout, Control, Goto Etc
Statements
* If….Thenn Statement
* Simple Programs
* If…Then…Else Statement
* Using Elseif….With If…Then
Statement
* Brief History Of Internet
* Popular Services On The
Internet
* Using Internet
* Searching Information
* Using Email

Taurian World School, Ranchi

LEARNING OBJECTIVES /
SKILLS TO BE DEVELOPED

Introduction To
Programming Technique
Using Qbasic Language

To Understand The Services
Offered By Internet

ASSESSMENT /
ACTIVITIES

LEARNING OUTCOMES

Lab Activity / Class
Room Lecture

Student Will Understand
The Programming
Technique And Use Of
Control Statement To
Solve Programming Goal

Lab Activity

Student Will Able To Use
Various Services Offered
By Internet
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